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CHAPTER

8 Mathematics

LEARNING OUTCOMES

After finishing this chapter, you will be able to:

N

Understand the nature of contributions made by ancient Indian Mathematicians

Appreciate the unique nature of the Indian Mathematical contributions

Understand specific contributions in Arichmetic, Geometry and Trigonometry

Know the key role played by Aryabhata and others in the field of Mathematics

Appreciate the role of Pingala in the field of Binary Mathematics

B

Geometry is an ancient Science in

India. Just with a pole anchored on the

ground and a thread attached to it,

Indians were able to generate complex

geometrical shapes. What we see here

is a procedure for construction of a

square mentioned in Baudhyana-ulba

stra, an ancient mathematical text taught

in the Department of Mathematics in

some Universities in the West as Rope

Geometry'.
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IKS IN ACTION 8.1

Ancient Indians: Tryst with Mathematics

Mathematics on the Indian subcontinent has a

rich andlong history going back over5,000 years

and thrived for centuries before advances were

made in Europe. Its inflvence spread to China,

Southeast Asia, the Middle East, and Europe.

mathematicians made seminal contributions to the
Apart from introducing the concept of zero, Indian employed to construct this strUcture. Theseinclude

a square, a right-angled triangle, an equilateral

trigonometry, and calculus among other areas.

The decimal place value system that is employed

woridwide today was first developed in India.

study ofgeometry, arithmetic, binary mathematics, triangle, and two compound shapes made from a
the notion of negative numbers, algebra, rectangle, triangle, and a

trapezium. Table 8.1 hasthe details on the number of bricks usedin theconstruction of the yena-citi.

For a large part, European mathematicians
were reluctant to accept negative numbers as

meaningful. Many took the view that negative
numbers were absurd. This reluctance to adopt
negative numbers, and indeed zero, held European

mathematics back for many years. Although the
reputation of Indian mathematics continues to
suffer from the Eurocentric bias. Notwithstanding
this, the Indian subcontinent has a strong and
continuing mathematical heritage, the pinnacle of
its expression being the Mathematical genius in

Ramanujan who lived in the 20th Century CE.

Let us look at the genius of the mathematicians
in the Vedic age by taking an example. It is a

regular feature for the Vedic people to make several
offerings to the Gods in a sacrifice. The sacrificial
altars were not a standard shape sUch as a square
or a rectangle. There were more than 70 different
shapes of altars used in varioUs sacrifices. These
include shapes such as tortoise, falcon, and chariot
wheels. The construction of these involved several
complex shapes including, the isosceles triangle,
rhombus, and circle.

Fiqure 8.1 is the schematic representation
of a

The construction complexity had certain other
dimensions. For example, there were a fixed
number of bricks of certain shapes to be Used.
The number of layers in the altar was also fixed.
Furthermore, there were other constraints such as
the area of certain altars to be equal to other altars.
Among other things, this is a tough mathematical
problem to solve.

Syena-citi (Falcon bird-shaped altar

The problem is best demonstrated by taking
the example Syena-citi, a falcon-shaped structure.

As seen from Figure 8.1, the falcon has fivecomponents: the head, the body, the tail, andthetwo wings. Five differently shaped bricks have been

As evident from the table there are strict

constraints in terms of the number of bricks of

each type to be used with respect to each part

of the yena-citi. Construction of sUch a shape

with these differently shaped bricks by satisfying

the constraints is no easy task. It calls for a good
understanding of several branches of mathematics

including geometry, arithmetic, andalgebra.

Head

TABLE 8.1 Type and the Number of Bricks Used

Body

Wings

Tail

FIGURE 8.1 The Syena-citi

Total

B1 B2

30

WA

30 62

69 72

B3

6

10

16

20

52

B4

6

6

B5

1

14

46

108

3

200



Mathematics, referred to as Ganita is an integral part of Indians from very ancient times'.Indians developed
Ancient
several real-life problems that they were facing, For example, one of the Vedgas is lyotia,
which

confines itself with required mathenmatical concepts, measurements, and approximation
techniques to

several concepts of mathematics primarily in the course of solving

make certain predictions
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different shapes.
another Vednga, Kalpa required principles of geometry to construct Vedic altars of many

Buddhists

of the movement of celestial bodies in the sky. Similarly,

and Jainswere also deeply interested in mathematical concepts
and

produced canonical works discussing some useful mathematical concepts.
What started as a requirement at an early stage continued through the post-Vedic period

as an uninterrupted tradition and many useful contributions to the field of mathematics
were made throughout Indian history. Over the years, the contributions spanned almost all
modern areas of mathematics. These include algebra, geometry, trigonometry, indeterminate

equations, square, cube, and their roots, permutation and combinations, numerical methods
and

approximations, infinite series, to name a few.

81 UNIQUE ASPECTS OF INDIAN MATHEMATICS

Indian mathematics is unique, and it vastly difers from the modern approaches. A few of them
are worthy of mention:

(a) There is a popular thinking among many that the world is divided into those who know
and love mathematics and those who don't. This separation was primarily because
we are educated that mathematics works with
left-brain functionalities and literature works with
right-brain functionalities. Therefore, the design
of the pedagogy and delivery have kept these
away in two separate compartments. In contrast,
Indian mathematics is a seamless blend of poetry,
literature, logic, and mathematical thinking weaved
into a single work. All great works of mathematics
are invariably great literary works too and they

appeal to everyone on account of this natural blend. Therefore, there is no fear or

stress in learning Mathematics.

Indian Mathematics is a seamless
blend of poetry, literature, logic,

and mathematical thinking
weaved.into a single work.
The use of stras and pithy verses

is characteristic in the Indian
Mathematical tradition to convey

complex ideas and concepts.

(D) Mathematics was considered as a part of life. This is why Mathematics could be found

in temple inscriptions, literary work addressing issues of life, and in a discussion on

religion or spirituality. Bhskarcrya in his Lilvat, for example, brings interesting

mathematical concepts by posing interesting riddles to a student and solving them.

Similarly, in Brahmastrabhya of ankarcrya and the Vysabhya on Patañjali's

Yogastras refers to the decimal place value system as an example while discussing

aphilosophical issue.

9 Tne use of stras is characteristic in the Indian tradition to convey ideas and

concepts. These improve the retention of complex ideas and details very easily. Indian

mathematics uses these mechanisms as much as possible. For example, there is a

pre sSutra for remembering the pattern that constitutes a binary cycle of length

ce based on eight groups defined by Pingala in his Chandah-ästra. Aryabhaa's
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uniqueness lies in hís ability to use strasto bring the utmost simplicity

to desccomplex
information. A shining example is his description of the

entire
sne

tahusing a verse ofjusttwolines (see the last Endnote in Chapter 1). One:
whois

failiarwith ryabhaa's system of numeration will be able to remember thesine
table

i

(d) There has been an uninterrupted tradition of mathematical thinking
andithaswideh

spread acrossthe length and breadth of India. Mathematical
concepts were

develoget

bythose from Gndhra (modern-day Afghanistan) to those in Bengal,
as wel ash

very little effort.

fe) One of theimportant
characteristics of Indian Mathematics is its algorithmic

approach

life situations. Indian
mathematicians also adopted what is today

reterredto8

and the fact that it allows for approximate solutions based on the needs
of real.

the constructive approach where the emphasis is on finding a procedure
tosovea

those from Kashmir to Kerala.

8.2 GREAT MATHEMATICIANSAND THEIR CONTRIBJTION

problemrather than merely seeking proofs of existence of a solution.

Before we discuss some key mathematical concepts developed by Indians, it will beinteresting

their contributions. Theto have a bird's eye view of some of the great mathematicians
number of mathematicians India has produced, and thei

contributions are significant.Table 8.2 illustrates the maior

contributions. A closer look at the table reveals a continuons

stream of mathematical theory building. Several areas of

modern mathematics have been addressed. These incdude

for example Fibonacci series, Pell's equation, and Pascal's

triangle. In this chapter, we shall take a few examples from

different areas of mathematics and briefly sketch the

contributions made by Indians in the past and illustrate a

Indian Mathematics dealt with
almost all areas of modern

mathematics for.more than 1000
years.

Mathematical concepts found in

Vedic texts, Buddhist and Jain
workssuggest:that this culture is
several thousand years old.

few methods. This is to provide a curtain riser view of the Indian mathematical tradition a

its contribution to the development of science, engineering, and technology.

8.3 ARITHMETIC

the
praise

Arithmetic is the branch of mathematics dealing with computation using
numbers and basic mathematical operators suchdivision. Indian arithmetic was quite sophisticated

and

is part of the daily life of any society. Commercial operations and trade require
handling

numbers.
Arithmetic

CE. This is primarily because of afully developed decimal place value system
employing00

as addition, subtraction,

by the time of Aryabhaa

multiplication,and

inthe5th
centuy

multiplication,
division, addition, and subtraction of zero. Indian decimal

place
value

system

was well known by the middle of 7th century as evident from the following

observation

9. Inthe 7th century, Brahmagupta established the Use of 0 as a number and
gaverules

for

system using nine symbols.2

the Syriac bishopSeverus Sebokht,"ndians possess a method of calculationthat
no

wordca0

enough. Their rational system of mathematics, or their method of
calculation.

Imea



s. No.
Details of the Work/Mathematician

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

TABLE 8.2 Ancient Indian Mathematicians and Their Salient Contributions

Vedic Texts

Lagadha - Vednga-jyotia

ulba-stras (Baudhyana,
pasthamba, Kätyyana and Mnava

ulba-stras)

Pini -Adhyyi

Pingala -Chandah-stra

Bauddha Mathematical Works

Prajñapti, Jambdvipa-prajñapti,
Bhagavati-stra, Sthânga-sütra,
Uttardhyayana-stra, Tiloyapannati,

Anuyoga-dvra-stra

Äryabhaa-ryabhayam

Varha Mihira - Brhat Samhit,
Brhat-jõtaka, Pañca-siddhntik

Period, Location

10 Bhskara I-Commentary on

3000 BCE or

earlier

~ 1300 BCE

800-600 BCE

500 BCE;altura
(in Khyber
province in
Pakistan)

300 BCE

about 500 BCE to

500CE

476-550 CE;

Kusumapura, near
Pataliputra, Bihar

482-565 CE,

Ujain, Madhya

Pradesh
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600-680CE;

Jaina Mathematical Works - Srya- 200 BCE to 300 CEConcept of logarithms, large numbers;

Ayabhaiya,
Laghu-bhãskariyam and Vallabhi region,

Saurashtra, Gujarat
Mah-bhskaryam

Sallent Contributions

The earliest recorded mathematical
knowledge, number system, Pythagorean
type triplets; Decimal system of naming
numbers, the concept of infinity:

Astronomical concepts; a mathematical
model for sun-moon movement in time;
equinoxes and solstices;

Earliest Texts of Geometry; Approximate

value of the square root of 2, and .
Exact procedures for the construction and

transformations of squares, rectangles,

trapezia, etc.

Algorithmic approaches; 0riginator of

the Backus-Naur Form (BNF), used in

programming languages today, Context

sensitive rules, Arrays, inheritance,
polymorphism;

Binary sequences; Conversion of Binary

to Decimal system and vice versa; Meru

Prastara' (Pascal's triangle): Optimal

Algorithms to calculate powers; Zero as

a Symbol;

Multi-valued logic, Discussion
indeterminate and infinite numbers;

of

algorithms for raising a number by a

power; the arc of a circle; combinatorics;

Decimal system;mensuration;
Approximation of ,
Concise verses; Algorithm for square

root, cube root, Place value system; Sine

table; geometry; quadratic equations;

Linear indeterminate equations; Sums

of squares and cubes of numbers;

Planetary astronomy; Plane and spherical

trigonometry:

Summary of five ancient siddhntas; Sine

table, trigonometric identities; (sin +

cos); combinatorics; Magic squares;

Expanded Aryabhaa's work on Integer

solution for indeterminate equations;

Approximate formula forthesine function,

Planetary Astronomy;
(Contd.)
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S. No. Details of the
WorkMathematician

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

TABLE 8.2 AncientIndian
Mathematicíans and Their Salient Contributions

(Contd)

18

Brahmagupta - Bràhmasphua

siddhnta; Khandakhãdyaka

Virahnka- Vttajtisamuccaya(in

Prkrt)

Šrdharcarya
- Triatik and

Pätiganita

Mahvircrya -Ganita-sra
sangraha

|Jayadeva

|Shripati-Gaita-tilaka, Siddhânta
|ekhara, Dhikoidkarana, etc.

Period, Location

Nryana Pandita- Gaitakaumudi-atreatise on arithmeticand Bijaganita Vatarma- a treatiseon algebra.

598-668CE;

Bhillamala in
Rajasthan

~600 CE

870-930 CE;

Bhrisrsi or
Bhurshut village,

800-870 CE;

Gulbarga
Karnataka;

10th Century CE
or earlier

1019-1066 CE;

Rohikhanda,
Maharashtra

Bhskarcrya (Bhaskara-II) -|1114-1185 CE;Lilvati on arithmetic and geometry:|Hailed fromBijagaita on algebra; Siddhnta-|BijadavdaŠiromani on astronomy; Vsanbhyaon Siddhânta-iromai.

Hugli, West Bengal equations; Practical applications
of

1325-1400 CE;

Salient Contributions

Rules of arithmetic
operations

witth
zero and negative numbers,

Algebra(Bijagaita); linear and quadraticindeterminate equations; Pythagoreantriplets, Formula for the diagonals
and

area of a cyclic quadrilateral;
notion

of
arithmetic mean.

Fibonacci numbers; Moric metres.

Arithmetic, Algebra, and CommercialMathematics; Approximation
of squareroot of a non-square

number; Quadratic

algebra.
A comprehensive, exclusive textbookon mathematics covering arithmeticgeometry- algebra. Continuing the ancient
Jainamathematics tradition; permutations
and combinations; arithmetic and
geometric series; the sum of squares

and cubes of numbers in arithmetic
progression.

Cakraväla (cyclic) method for solution of

the second-order indeterminate equation.

Planetary Astronomy

Canonical textbooks used all over

India, Detailed explanations including

Upapatti (demonstration or proot):

addition formula for sine function. Surds;

permutations, and combinations; Solution

of indeterminate equations, Ideas of

calculus, including mean value theorem,

planetary astronomy: construction

several instruments.

Advanced textbooks taking
forward

the works of Bhskarcãrya,
further

properties of cyclical
quadrilaterals

summation and repeated
summations

arithmetic series, theory and
construction

of Magic Squares, further
developmentsit

combinatorics.

of



Is
Na.

Details of the Work/Mathematician

19

20

22

21 Nilakanha Somayji, Tantra
sangraha; Aryabhatya-bhãya,
Siddhnta-darpaa

23

24

25

26

Mädhava ofSangamagrma

27

Paramevara, - Drggaita,
Siddhntadpik; Commentaries on

Äryabhaiyam, Mah-bhskarya;
Laghu-bhskarya, Llävati, and

Süryasiddhnta

Jyethadeva - Yukti-bhã

Šankaravriyar- Kriykramakar
commentary on Lilvti and
commentary on Tantra-sangraha

Gaea Daivajña - Buddhi-vilsini
(commentary on Lilãvati);

Kra Daivajña - Bijapallva

Commentary on Bijaganita of
Bhskarcãrya

Kamalkara- Siddhnta-tattva
vÍveka

8.3.1 Square of a Number

Perlod, Location

1340-1425 CE;

the algorithm is given beloW:

1360-1460 CE;

Alathiyur, (near
Tirur), Kerala

1444-1544 CE;

Sangama Grama, ina pioncer in the development of calculus;
Kerala Infinite series and approximations for ,

Infinite series and approximations for
cosine and sine functions.

Near Tirur, Kerala

1500-1575 CE;

Kerala

1500-1569 CE

Kerala

Munivara- Siddhnta-sârvabhauma,17th Century CE;

commentary on Llãvat; Ptisra;

1504 CE; Nandi
Grama, Nadod,
Gujarat

1600 CE Delhi

Varanasi

1616-1700 CE;

Varanasi, Uttara
Pradesh
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Founder of Kerala School of Mathematics -

Sallent Contributions

Properties of Cyclicquadrilateral; iterative
techniques.

Irrationality of , basic ideas of calculus;
revised planetary theory, which is a close
approximation to Kepler's model; Exact
results inspherical astronomy.

Hailed as the first textbook of Calculus;
detailed explanations and proofs of the
infinite series given by Mädhava.

Explanations and Proofs of the results and
procedures given in Lilvati.

Explanations and Proofs of the results and
procedures given in Lilvati.

Explanations and Proofs of results and
procedures given in Bijaganita.

Aryabhaa identifies the geometric aspect and the
mathematical operation of the square in his definition. As

Per nis definition vargais asquare and is alsoa geometric
Ooject whose sides are eaual. Bhãskara-I 629 CE) in his

mentary on Aryabhaya provides an algorithm for
findingthe Square of any number. The verse that explains

Explanations and Proofs of the results and
procedures given in Lilâvat; trigonometric
identities.

Addition and subtraction theorems for the
sine and the cosine; Sines and cosines of
double, triple, etc, angles.

antyapadasya Vargam krtvã dvigunam tadeva cântyapadam |
eapadairhanyt utsryotsrya vargavidhau |l

An algorithm for computation of
cube root was given for the first

time by ryabhaa.
Brhma-sphuta-Siddhnta, givesa
good description of calculations

with positive and negative
numbers, Zero, fractions and
surds.
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The steps of the algorithm as provided by the above verse can be enumerated as follows:

Step 1: Y qi yr (antyapadasya vargam krtvà).

Squarethe last digit (most significant digit) first. Place iit in a newrow (two places tothe right

of digits in the previous row).

Step 2: fTvi TtT ATYYEH (dvigunam tadeva cântyapadam).

Multiply the last digit with two and cach of the remaining digits to the right and nlace

to the right in the same row.

Step 3: qytg 3RTHr (eapadairhanyt utsryotsrya).
Remove the current most significant digit.

If there are no more digits to operate go to step 5.

Step 4: The next digit becomes the last digit now. Go to step 1.

Step 5: Perform the final addition to get the square of the number.

It may be noted that this ancient rule for squaring, uses
an n-digit number.

EXAMPLE 8.1: Find the square of the number 1638.

Final Digit Position
Row 1: Last digit = 1

Multiplication with other digits
Digit '1' is removed
Row 2:Last digit =6
Multiplication with other digits
Digit '6 is removed
Row 3: Last digit =3
Multiplication with other digits
Digit '3' is removed
Row 4: Last digit = 8
Digit '8' is removed
No more digits available

FinalAddition of the numbers:

7
1

1

2

6

2

3

Digit Position

6

1

6

3

4

6

6

9

683
The answer is 26,83,044.

6

9

4

(1) =1

2

8

6

765 43

4
4 4

(2*1*6) (2*1*3) (2*1*8)
= 16= 12

n(n-1)
2

=6

(6) = 36

multiplications for squaring

(2*6*3) | (2*6*8)
=36 =96

(3²) = 9

21

(2*3*8)
= 48

(8) = 64|



8.3.2 Square Root

Aryabhaa
presents an algorithmfor determiningthe square root of a number. The methodology

offinding the square root revolves aroundthe concept of splittingthe digitsinto pairs, starting
fromthe least significant digit, the odd place being designated as varga(V), and the even place

as
avarga (A). For example, if we take two numbers 55225 and 205209 the split will look as

follows:

5 5 2 2 5 2 5 2

bhãgan haret avargãt nityam dviguena vargamlena |
yargdvarge uddhe labdham sthãnãntare mlam 1|

A

lbhata then provides a simple recursive algorithm that starts from the most significant
varga place and progressively introduces one digit at a time until all digits are exhausted. The
algorithm for square rootis provided in the following verse:

The above verse has indicated the following steps to the algorithm:
1. Designate the varga and avarga digits starting from right to left (least significant to

most significant).

Mathematics 199

2. Take the first varga sthna at the leftmost (most significant) along with an avarga

digit at its left (if any).
3. Remove (subtract) the maximum possible square from this number, and the square

root of the square that we can remove willbe added to the square root line (this is a

place where we-are accumulating the answer as we perform the operation).

qutgt ga (vargdvarge uddhe)

4. Along with the remainder of the previous operation, bring the next digit down. The
next digit is avarga digit (as we have just completed the varga digit related operation).
AT R qfq frt fàgo qfyar (bhgam haret avargt nityam dviguena

evargamülena)
Whenever we operate at avarga digit, we need to divide the number by two times

the current value of the square root that we have stored in the square root line. The

quotient obtained in this division will be added to the square root line.

5. Along with the remainder of the previous operation, we will bring the next digit

down. The next dígit is varga digit (as we have just completed the avarga digit related

operation).

Whenever we operate at a varga digit, we need to remove the square of the

quotient obtained in the previous step.
O. Ifsome more digits are remaining go to step 4, else goto step7.

. ot YTTIrt HH (labdham sthãnântare mülam).

The final result in the square root line is the answer.

as evident from the above algorithm, this procedure runs in a recursive fashion bringing

one digit at a time. When the procedure stops after exhausting all the digits the final
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value accumulated in the square root line is the answer. If the number

this procedure aborts mid-way or leaves a remainder at tne end oT the operation

EXAMPLE8.2: Find the square root of the number 19,881.

Maximum Square = 1

Twice the value at sq. root line (2*1)

Square of the previous quotient (44)

Twice the value at sq. root line (2*14)

Square of the previous quotient (1)

The final answer = 141.

Cube Root

8.3.3 Series and Progressions

28)

V A

1

1

2) 0 9 (4|

series. We shall see some of them in this section.

9 8

0.8

VA V

1--8
6

2
2 8

0

(

1

1
1

is not a perfect

0

1 4 1

Aryabhaa was the first to establish a procedure to calculate the cube root (Ghana-müla) of a

number. Äryabhaa provided an algorithm for determining the cube root of a number that is

strikingly similar to that of the algorithm for square root. If a number has 'n' digits, the number
of digits of the cube of that number will be > 3n -2 and < 3n. With this in mind, Aryabhaa
designates the digits in a number using three different nomenclatures. Aryabhata then provides

a simple recursive algorithm that starts from the most significant place and progressively
introduces one digit at a time until all digits are exhausted. Ân illustration of this is available
in Shukla and Sarma's critical edition of Aryabhatya".

Square

(Square root line)

A sense of the knowledge of progressions of ancient Indians is evident in the Vedic texL. o
example, in the Camaka-prana (Taittirya-samhit4.5.11) there is a mention of an arithmeuprogressíon ofodd numbers starting from one to 33 followed by another arithmetic progesof even numbers starting from four to 48 in steps of four5 In the Väiasanevi-samhitiwe navethe yugma(even) and ayugma (odd) series: 4, 8, 12, 16, 48 and 1, 3, 5, 7,.... Similariy,a geometricseries (12, 24, 48, 96, 196608,...393216) mentioned in the Pañcavimsa-bran

e

and also theformation of diferent types of series. Aryabhaa I (499 CE), and Brahmagupta (628

This indicates an appreciation of odd and even numbers as distinct entities inthe Vedic period

numbers. Mahävra(850 CE) gave a rule for the summation of an interesting geometric series.

CE) considered the cases of the sums of the sums, the sqquares and the cubes of the natural

Nryana (1356 CE) provided a more generalised method for repeated summation of partial



TKS IN
ACTION 8.2

Square Root of Imperfect Squares

Several SOurcesin the ancient lndian texts point

to
multiple attempts and methods to obtain the

square root of.an impefect square. Let us look at

some of them here.

Sulba-stra Formula for

The
square root of two has been explored as early

e the Vedic times (Sulba-stra). According to

Rodhyana-ulba-stra (BSS 2.12), the value of the

square root of two can be obtained using the
following sütra:

pramam trtiyena vardhayet taccaturthena
tmacatustrimšenonena savisšeah |

gHr TrT qerq (pramnam trtiyena
vardhayet) essentially meaning, add 1/3 to 1;

aT (taccaturthena), meaning add one fourth

11of this *-, however, ICHTgRRIAT (tma
4 3

catustrimenonena) take out from this. Hfarq:
34

(saviesah) essentially denotes it is a special case

(meaning an approximate number). Using this stra,
1 1

The value of
3 3X4

577

1

408

1

34

1.4142156863

Bakshali Method

Computing the sum in the following verse:

Bakshali manuscripts (estimated to have been
written sometime during 300-600 CE) disCUSses
severalunique mathematical issues, including that
of finding the square root of an imperfect square.
Any imperfect square N may be expressed as

VA+b. According to Bakshali Manuscript, the
square root of the number N may be expressed as:

N=JA' +bAt b

2A
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Approximations to the Square Root of a

Non-square Number

JD*10

Šrdhara (850 CE) in his Triatik, has explained
how ryabhaa method can be used to get better
approximations to the square root ofa non-square
number. For instance, if D is a non-square number,
we can Use the expression below to calculate

to any desired acCuracy:

10"

2A

Source: Based on the NPTEL Video on "Mathematics in

India - From Vedic period to modern times.

https:|/nptel.ac.in/courses/111/101/111101080/. Last

accessed on Oct. 1, 2021.

e term upaciti or citi is used to indicate a series in general. For example, the series

t Z+ 3 + . + n. which starts with 1' and has a common difference of "1 is called

iT (ekottardi-upacit), Let us consider the case of the following the series of

umbers up to n terms: 1, (1 + 2), (1 + 2 + 3),
.., (1 + 2+3 + + n). The term

FAfruT:(citighana) is used to denotethe sum of this series. Aryabhaa gives the formula for

ektarãdy-upaciter-gacchãdyakottara-trisamvargah !
adbhaktah sa citighanah saikapada-ghano vimülo vã || Ganita-pda 21 ||

(ekottardi),
take three terms in continuation, of which the first is equal to the given numberDttoteries (upaciti) which begins with the term '1'and has a common difference 1,
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of terms, and find their continued product (gacchãdyakottara-trisamvargah). That(product

divided by 6 gives the citighana (sadbhaktah sa citighanah). Alternatively
(v), it can

heobtained by the number of terms plus one subtracted from the cube of that (saikapada-ghang

vimlo), divided by 6 (sadbhaktah). This can be expressed in the following notation:

1+(1+2)+(1 +2+3) + . +(1+2+3+ + n)=

layer, and so on.

Sum of the Series ofSquares and Cubes

and

The use of the term citighana is indeed interesting. It

interpretation of the above series is that the pyramid is so constructed that there is 1 ballin

pile (of say balls) in the shape of a pyramid on a triangular base. The equivalent
physical

the topmost layer, 1+2 balls in the next lower layer, 1+2+3 balls in the further nextlower

ryabhaa designated ZN as

citighanah). The formulae for the
in the following verse:

and

n(n+1)(n+2) (n+1)-(n+1)

Let us now consider the summation of the series of squares and the summation of the seri

of cubes, of the first n natural numbers indicated as 2N and £N° respectively

According to the above verse,

EN' =1'+2+3 + + n

SN=1 +2 +3...+n*

saika-sagaccha-padnm kramt trisamvargitasya athom 'ah |
varga-citighanah sa bhavet, citivargo ghana-citighanaca || Gaita-pda 22 ||

EN=1 +2+3 +...+n=

6

The product of the three quantities (trisamvargitasya), viz., the number of terms (n).
the number of terms plus one (n+1), and the same increased by the number of terms (n t 1

+ n),(saika-sagaccha-padnm kramãt), when divided by 6 (sathom'ah) gives the sum of the
series of squares of natural numbers (varga-citighanah sa bhavet).The square of the sum o1
the series of natural numbers (citivargo ghana) gives the sum of the series of cubes of naturalnumbers (ghana-citighanaca).

Repeated Summation ofSeries (Värasankalita)

designated as vrasakalita.

literally means

iifdYT:(varga-citighanah) and EN as qfaaa: (ahan0

summation of the series of squares and cubes is provided

SN = 1 +2 +3 +..+n=|

n(n+1)(2n+1)

6

6

the contents
of a

2

n(n+1) )

In the previous case we saw the sakalita (sum of a series)more general case of the repeated summation of such series wasprovided by Naraya
for the first n natural numbers. A

means repeated or again). Therefore, this method of repeated summation of a series can behe



Let the symbol "V, denote the arithmetic series of the first'n' natural numbers. This can

be
expressed as: "V= 1 +2 + 3 + t n. Similarly, let "V, denote the series of the partial sums

of the series nV,. If we use ' to denote the number of terms up to which we want to sum up,
nwe can create partial Sums of "V. For examnle
n we1 1y, = 1; n = 2, V = 1 + 2; n = 3, V, = 1 + 2 + 3:and so on. Using thiswe can

write the second order sum of partial series as:

r=n

r=1

nV, = 1 + (1 + 2) + (1 + 2 + 3) + + (1 + 2 +3 + + n)
Gimilarly one can write the other sums of the partial series for the higher order in the following

fashion:
r=n

r=1

In general, the mth order sum of partial series of number can be represented as:

r=n
"Vm=Vn-1

r=1
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Nryaa provided a formula for the computation of the mth order vra-sakalita. It
denotes in this case the operation of forming a new series by taking the sums of the previous
series. He provided an expression to calculate the sum using the following verse:

ekdhika-vâramith paddi-rpottar prthak tem': |
ekdy-ekacayahars-tadghto vrasankalitam ||

nn+1 n+2
1' 2 3

The terms of the sequence beginning with the pada
(number of terms, i.e. n) and increasing by 1 (44Tt¢EYT:)
taken up to (m+1) times (ekdhika-vramith) are

SUCcessively the numerators (prthak tem':) and the terms of the sequence beginning with

unity and increasing by 1 (ekdy-ekacayaharh) are respectively the denominators. The

Continued products of these (fractions) (tadghãtah) gives the vra-sankalita (vra-sankalitam).

ACCording to the above,since n is the number of terms and m the order, we get the following

sequence of fractions:
n+ m

m+1

n (n+1)(n+2)...(n+m)

ryabhaya gives a good
indication of the knowledge of
algorithmic approach and use of
recursive algorithms for problem

solving.

1.2.3...m +1)

and the sum of the series is the product of this sequence of fractions, given by:

The birth of Indian geometry
could be traced to the Vedic time.

s expression is the most generalised form for summation of series. Substituting m =1

ve WIfetch us the sum of the first 'n' natural numbers. Substituting m = 2 in the above

yuauon will give us one of the two formulae of ryabhaa that we derived in the previous

section.
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specifications. The Brähmana portion of the Yajurveda contains details about thearrangernentVedic rituals involved the construction of a variety of Vedic altars(yajñu-vedis) as per
Certain

As we saw in Chapter 2, Yajñasformed a very important part of Vedic lif, "The
perlorrnance

of the sacrificial ground and the construction of the altare For this purpose, onc
iirstfes

cardinal directions and then goes on to construct altars of different shapes and dimensioN%

using prefabricated bricks. Sulba-stras give exact methods for the construction of suchaltars,

On account of these, the birth of Indían geometry can clearlv be traced to the Vedic
times.

8.4
GEOMETRY

ulba-stras are a part of the Vednga. These stras give information on the methods
ofthe

layout of the vedi, citi, and the mandapa. Sulba means a thread and with the help of a thread

and a pin (or a pole), construction methods for various shapes have been described
inthe

ulba-stras. The four ulba-sütras attributed to Bodhãyana, Manu, Apastambha, and Kätyayana
due to Maitryana, Varha,

to have been wrare the predominant ones. We also have ulba-sütras

The oldest of the ulba-stras attributed to Bodhyana is estimated

stras also discuss the manufacturing of bricks, thereby indicating a good knowledge of the
to 800 BCE. ulba-stras are manuals for the construction of Vedic altars. Therefore, ulba-

andVadhúla.
writtenprior

materials and manufacturing processes which seems to have prevailed in those tis

8.4.1 Property of Right-angled Triangle in ulba-stras
In current mathematical texts, we are taught an important theorem being attributed +

Pythagoras (570-495 BCE). However, the first general statements of this so-called Pythagore
theorem is actually found in the ulba-sütras. In the Baudhyana-ulba-sütra (prior to 800

BCE),the theorem is stated in the following form (this result is known by name Bhuja-koti:
karna-nyãya): "The sum of the areas of the squares formed by the length and breadth of
a rectangle equals the area produced by the diagonal of the rectangle". Let us consider a

rectangle of lengtha and breadth b. Let the diagonal of the rectangle be C. According to the

Baudhyana formula, a' + b² = c. This is graphically illustrated in Figure 8.2.

FIGURE 8.2 Baudhyana Formula for Right-angled Triangle
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Fun and PPracticality in Indian Mathematics

Indian
mathematical works have severalI interesting

problems of day-to-day importance solved using

mathematical principles. Further, it is described as

name in poetic verses. Aryabhaya, Lilâvati and

other Indian mathematical works describe several

SUch
entertaining and interesting problems. Let us

see an example.

Ancient Indians Used šanku, a gnomon, as a

device for measurement to fix the direction and

COordinates, to measure the length Scale and host

of such applications. One verse poses a problem

related to gnomonic shadow.

taiku-qunam šanku-bhujvivaram šanku-bhujayor-

višeahtam|
yal-labdharm schy jñey aikoh sva-mlddhi ||

According to this verse, the height of the
gnomon multiplied by the distance between
gnomon and the lamp post is to be divided by the
difference between the lamp post and the gnomon.

The quotient thus obtained, should be known as

the length of the shadow measured from thefoot

of the gnomon. This can be better understood
graphically using in Figure 8.3.

In Figure 8.4, there is a lamp post (denoted by
AC) and ašanku (denoted by EF). The objective is

to find the length of the shadow cast by the anku
on account of the lamp post.

Triangles FEB and CDF are similar.

Therefore, EB=
EF *DF

Sun

DC

EF*AE

AC-EF

F

arth

eg SUCh rormlations are used in the design and

construction of temples when the architect has
to design for the sunlight to fall on the shrine.

Bhskara defines an inverse problem and provides
the solution,i.e., how to calculate the height of the
lamp post knowing the height of aku and the
length of the shadow. The same principle is applied
to several astronomical calculations including
calculation of eclipses as shown in Figure 8.5.

D

A

FIGURE 8.3 The Shadow Problem -An IHustration

A

Umbral Region

B

Considering half symmetry, of sun, earth, moon

along the horizontal axis in the orbital system, and

getting the equivalence of the triangle ABCabove,

we have:

EF is the half diameter of the earth (anku)
AC is the half diameter of the sun (lamp post)

AE is the distance between sun and earth

EB is the earth's shadow (to be determined)

Region

E

Penumbral
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M3

M1

FIGURE 8.4 Shadow Problem-An Astronomy Example

Moon's
Orbit

B

Moon's

Motion

c

E
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Right from the Vedic period, Indians understood that the ratio of the area of a circleto its

that there has been a continuous evolution of the approximation of from the Vedic
periodperimeter was a constant and that this value can only be approximated. What isinteresting

is

tillthe early 20th century. Early Indian works took the value of r as 3. ulba-stras estimated

n as close to 3.088. Some Jaina works approximated t as the square root of 10.In early20th

century Srinivasa Ramanujan discovered an infinite series which was later used during the

1980s to approximate rto 17.5 million places. Aryabhayam discusses tin the followingverse

8.4.2 The Value of n

(Ganitapda, 2.10):

caturadhikam atam-ataguam dvatis-tathã sahasrm /

ayuta-dvaya-vikambhasya sanno vrttaparihah ||

Accordingto the verse, the circumference of a circle is eight times (100 + 4) addod

62,000 (caturadhikam atam-atagunam-dvatis-tath-sahasrnãm). The diameter of

circleis 20,000 (ayuta-dvaya). Since the ratio of the Circumterence to the diameter vields tha

value of 1, we can compute t to be:
(100 + 4) x 8+62000

20000

Bhkarcrya in his work Lilvat, (verse 199), derives the value of n using a different

approach and arrives at the same value." According to this,

4

V12

4

16

In the 14th century CE, the celebrated astronomer mathematician Mdhava discovered several

infinite series for z whichwere later re-discovered in Europe by James Gregory (1671), Gottfried

Leibniz (1674), and Abraham Sharp (1699). Some of Mdhava's series are given below:

=1-:

=1

3
+

3927

11 1
-+ +

3 57

1250

1 1

-=3.1416

1

1

62832
20000

3.3 3 x5 3 x7
1

1

=3.1416

4 (3 -3) (s-s) (7 -7)

+
1

1

1+ 4.1 3 +4.3 5 +4.5
Apart from giving an exact infinite series for z. Mãdhava also gave a technuquaybetter approximations for n byusing suitable end correction terms in these series.Madhava estimated the value of r accurate to eleven decimal places. Mdhava's verse uses the

bhta-samkhysystem discussed in Chapter 6of the book to describe a largefaqu--TA-afa-zATA-A--4<-4-qrTU-qTA:
I

vibudha-netra-gaja-ahi-hutana-tri-guna-veda-bha-vrana-bhavah
|nava-nikharva-mite vrttivistare paridhimnam-idam jagadurbudhh ||

ethe

number:



In this
verse, vibudha means devas, who are 33 in number. Using the bhta-samkhy system

discussed in Chapter 6 of the book, we can compute n as followS:

The following Table

discovered in the

|ulba-sütras
(around 800 BCE)

Jaina texts

(500 BCE)

nARIE 8.3

the different approximations to value of r that were
Indian tradition right from the Vedic times to the time of Ramanujan.

Aryabhaa (499 CE)

Bbskarcrya (Lilvat)

Mdhava (1375 CE)

2827433388233
9*1011

Ramanujan (1914 CE)

8.3 summarises

3.08888

History of Approximationsto by Indian Mathematicians

62832

W10 =3.1623se

Value of

20000

=3.141592653592..

3927/1250= 3.1416

8.5 TRIGONOMETRY

-=3.1416 t t

2827433388233
9*1011 -=3.141592653592..

R

21600

27
later it was just called jy. R is taken to be

Circle is 21,600 units (number of 'minutes' in
Ko]ya or cojy. Jvãwas another name for jyå.

A

Accuracy
(Decimal places)

B

1

RO

1

D

4

4

11
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17 million

Trigonometry is called jyotpatti, the science of computation of chords in Indian mathematics.
Consider a circle of radius R as shown in Figure 8.5. DA = Re, is an arc. AB= R sin 0, is called
the jyã corresponding to the arc, RO. Earlier it was called jyrdha or 'half a bow-string, but

Method

+ Rsin 0. jya

Geometrical

FIGURE 8.5 The Jv and Cojv in Indian Mathematics

Geometrical

Polygon doubling
(4.2 = 1024 sides)

a radian). OB = Rcos is called the kotijy or

When this was transmitted to Arab countries,

Polygon doubling

3438, where the circumference of the

Infinite series with
end corrections

Modular equation
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ivàbecame jiba, which was read as 'jayb' in Arabic. In comnmon parlance, 'jayb' was 'pocket' or

fold' in Arabic. When many mathematical texts in Arabic were translated into Latin, 'jayb
got

the complement of y is known as kojy, the complement of sine became 'cosine' in Europe.translated as 'Sinus, which means pocket' or fold' in Latin. This eventually became 'sine. Since

Computation of the 'R sines'

cosine functions. Let us consider the first quadrant in a circle, since the values of the R sines
R sine values are required if we need to compute any quantity which involves the sine and

and R cosines in other guadrants can be related in a simple manner to the values in the first

quadrant. One way to obtain these values is to divide the quadrant into certain nat st
determine R sine values for these. Once these values are available, one can compute the o

values of the angles by interpolation. Let us consider one quadrant of a circle as shown in

Figure .6. Let this quadrant be divided into 24 parts (Po P P2 , P24). Each arc men

90 =3°45. In the figure, we are interested in thechord lengths P;N, which is R sin :0 1

24see the triangle PN,0, the chord length P2N is the sine of the right-angle triangle of an-t

6,.For any chord in between these 24 chords, 1st order or Žnd order interpolation is ueod

get the intermediate values.

P24 P23
P22

N23 N22

P3

ryabhata's Formulafor R sine Differences

P2

N3 N2 N

P1

Po

FIGURE 8.6 Arcs of Quadrant of a Circle

Aryabhaa has provided two methods to derive the sine tables. A geometric method, andan analytical method which resembles the discrete version of the harmonic equation as we
know today.

In the Ganita-pda verse 12, Aryabhaa provides a formula for computing the r sine differences.The meaning of the verse is as follows:
"The first R sine divided by itself and then diminished by the quotient will give the sedifference. For computing any other difference. The sumn of all the preceding differendivided by the first R sine and the quotient is subtracted from the preceding difrerenteallthe remaining differences (can be calculated)."



Let R, R2, Rg,. R24, denote the 24 R sines and &, (=R;), &,, , &,, .,
&ha denote the 24

R

sine-differences. Then, according to the above verse,

differences,

Nilakanha's Formula for R sine Differences

R
R,

R,

Nilakanha (1500 CE) provided a much accurate estimate of R sine differences by providing
a correction to the above formula. According to him, "the first R sine divided by itself and

then diminished by the quotient gives the second R sine difference. To obtain the other R sine

This is the same as the relation

8.6

R

divide the preceding R sine by the first R sine and multiply the quotient by the
difference between the first and second R sine differences and subtract the resulting product

form the preceding R sine difference". It is stated mathematically below:
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ALGEBRA

R.

2 sin nx - sin{(n + 1)x} - sin{(n-1)x} = (sin nx/sin x) (2 sin x - sin 2x)

This approach to computing R sine difference was extraordinary to be conceived at the
time of Äryabhaa. French mathematician and astronomer Jean Baptiste Joseph Delambre,
(1749-1822) paid rich tributes to Aryabhata's analytical method, "themethod is curious:
it indicates amethod of calculating the table of sines using their second differences

...,
the

differential process has not up to now been employed except for Briggs, who himself did not
know that the constant factor was the square of the chord. Here then is a method, the Indians
possessed, and which is found neither among Greeks not amongst the Arabs"".

Algebra became the core of mathematics in the 20th century, which many historians termed
as algebraization of mathematics'. Algebra provided simplicity, clarity, and precision, to the
mathematicians. Algebra is one of the mainareas of contribution by ancient Indians as they
considered it as a subject of great utility. The ancient Indian name for the science of algebra
is bija-ganita. Bija means 'element' or 'analysis' and ganita the science of calculation!

Ihe science of algebra is broadly divided by the Indian mathematicians into twO major

FatS, Of these, one deals with analysis (bija). The other part discusses concepts that are

cual for analysis. It incudes the laws of signs, the arithmetic of zero (and infinity),

alons with unknowns, Surds, and the linear indeterminate equation (known as kutaka
or pulveriser). Therefore, one is able to identify several important features of algebra in the

Indian
mathematical works. For instance, symbols were used for unknowns by Brahmagupta

(it is also indicated in Aryabhaya and its commentary by Bhskara). Operations with negative

numbers were also introduced by Brahmagupta. Furthermore, we can notice that linear and
quadratic

equations were solved by Aryabhata and Brahmagupta. The Indian mathematicians

recognised
few fundamental operations in algebra, viz, addition, subtraction, multiplication,

division,
squaring and the extraction of the square-root.
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Recognition of negative numbers and their treatment in mathematical

of two negative numbers is negative; of a positive and a negativeevident very early. Brahmagupta (628 CE) says: "The sum of two positive numbers is positive,

these, Indians analysed and classified equations - called samikarana.

8.7

The use of symbols to denote unknowns, working on equations to solve unknown were
the

key contributions of ancient Indians. Indians discovered the usage of fundamental arithmetic

'bh for bhãga - division. They used 'm or 'ka' for müla or karai denoting root. They used

operators yu' for yuta - addition; 'ka' for kaya - subtraction; 'gu' for guna - multiplication;

the first letter of the names of different colors to denote different unknoWn variables. With

X=
SAb+at;yz

operations

ryabhaain his work Åryabhaiya (Ganitapda, Verse 24), discusses an interesting case of

how to determine the twwo numbers whose product and difference are known Thenros
explained in the verse can be algebraically stated as follows. Let us consider two numb

and y. Let x - y = a and xy = b. Then as per the verse, X and y can be determined as folJoe

2

number is their

J4b+ a -a

were

2

difference"

BINARY MATHEMATICS AND COMBINATORIAL PROBLEMS IN

CHANDAH-STRA OF PINGALA (300 BCE)

We saw the work of Pingala knownas Chandah-stra in Chapter 2 and Chapter 6. In this

section, we shall study his contributions in the field of binary mathematics and combinatorial
problems. The metres in Sanskrit (chandas) were analysed by means of two kinds of syllables,

laghu (L), and guru (G) from a prosody perspective. Any syllabic metre (varna-vrtta) is therefore
characterized as a sequence of L and G. If we replace laghu (L) with '1' and guru (G) with 0;
then it transforms the metrical pattern into a binary sequence. A binary sequence is a sequence

composed of 1's or 0's. For example, 1,0,0,1 and 0,1,0,0 or examples of binary sequences of

length 4. In Chapter 8 of Chandah-stra, Pigala has analysed a host of combinatorial problems

relating to metrical patterns or, equivalently, binary sequences. These are as follows:

determine the floor area needed).

Prastra: A procedure by which all possible metrical patterns or, equivalently, binary
sequences of a given length are generated sequentially as an array (prastra).
Samkhy: The process of finding the totalnumber of binary sequences (rows) in the
prastra (array).

Nata:For a given row number in an array, the process of identifying the corresponding
binary sequence directly.

Uddita: Given a binary sequence, theprocess of identifying the corresponding row

number in the array (prastra), directly.

Lagakriy: The process of finding the number of binary sequences in the array wii
a given number of '1's or '0's.
Adhvayoga: The process of finding the space occupied by the array (prastra) (to

These concepts introduced by Pigala around 300BCE are perhaps the earliest instance

computations involving binary numbers. The basic building block of this binary analysisisthe



generation of the prastras. Stras 20-23in Chapter 8 of Chandah-âstra providethe details
forthe

generation of the binary arrays2, The method indicated in the sûtras is as follows:
To begin with, the array of binary sequences of length one is a table of two rows (see

Figure 8.7), row 1= 0, row 2

simple
procedure. This is demonstrated in Figure 8.7. At every iteration, the existing array isreplicated, followed by adding one more column to the replicated array. In the first half of the

new column "0' is inserted and in the second half, 1. The procedure can be repeated in thismanner to generate array of binary sequences of length. As seen in Figure 8.7, in the second
array, cocolumn 1 in rows 1 to 2 and rows 3 to 4 are merely the repeat of the one-syllable array
of length 1. In the second column '0' and "1. are repeated. Similarly, in the third array, the first
two columns in rows 1 to 4 and rows 5 to 8 are the repeat of the array of sequences of length
two. In the last array, the first three columns in rows 1 to 8 and rows 9 to 16 are the repeat

Sequence of
length 1

ray of seguences of length three. One can proceed in this manner togenerate arrays
of binary sequences of any length in a recursive fashion.

3

following:

= 1.Every new array of increasing length is generated using a

4

0

binary number) +1

Sequence of
length =2

1 0 0

2 1
3

4

5

6

0

00

0

Sequence of
length =3

0

0

7 011
1T 1

1

3

4

2

5

1
0 1 010

0 01
6 11 01
7 0 1

11 0

8 II1

10 1
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11 0

15

0 0

12 1

16

00 0

00

13 0
14 1

0

00

1|0
TT0] 1

0 1

01

1 1

0

Sequence of
length =4

0

1

oRE8.7 Progressive Generation of Binary Tables of Increasing Length (Prastras of Pingala)

1

we can see,the number of binaryseguences of length n is 2". This is called the Samkhy

hotolal number of rows in the arrav (prastra), We can also see that there is a relation

between a binary Sequence and the row in which it occurs in the array. This relation is the

Row-number of a binary sequence = Mirror image of the binary sequence (viewed as a

hie3nple, the fifth row in the array of sequences of length 3 is 001. The mirror image

of this is 100. This, when viewed as binary number is: 2.1 + 2.0 + 1.0 = 4; and 4 + 1 = 5.
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Similary, the 14th row of array of sequences of length 4 is 1011.

1101, This, when viewed as a binary number, is: 2,1 + 221 +-2.0 + 1.1 = 13; and 13+1=14.
We shall now describe the methods given by Pingala to identifythe binary sequence

that

is associated with a particular row number in a given array and vice-versa. Pigala called
these

processes Nata and Uddita.
Let us consider the array of length 4 (the last array in Figure 8.7). There are sorme

interesting mathematical problems that one encounters. For example, given a row-number,
how

can we identify the binary sequence associated with that row in the array. Pigala provides
a

simple algorithmto identify the binary sequence, known as Nata' The steps are as follows:

• Start with the desired row number.

• Divide it by 2. If it is perfectly divisible, place "1 in the sequence.

lf the number is not divisible by two, place 0 n the sequence, add one to the n.,
and divide.

The mirror

Repeat the process until the binary sequence of required length is obtained

For the array of length 4,let us identify the binary sequence which is associated with w.
13 using the above algorithm:

13 is not divisible by 2, we place '0 in the sequence, add one to it and divide it by two. The

new number is 7.

2 is divisible by 2, we place 1' in the sequence.

7 is not divisible by 2, we place "0' in the sequence, add one to it and divide it by two. The

new number is '4
4 isdivisible by 2, we place "1 in the sequence. The new number is 2.

13

1. Start with number 1. Current number 1,

The required sequence of length 4 is obtained. We stop the operation. The answer is 0011.

image
ofthisis

The converse of the above problem is that given a binary sequence, how to identiy the

row position in the array? This was referred to as Uddita by Pingala, for which he has gven

an algorithm'*. The steps of the algorithm are as follows:

2. Scanning the binary sequence from the right, locate the first "1' in the sequenee.

Multiply the current number by 2.
3. Move the next number to the left. When a 1' is encountered, double the current

number. If '0° is encountered double it and subtract 1 from it.

sequence.

4. Continue this till the end of the binary sequence to arrive at the rowW number ofthe

above algorithm, we get the following:
Start with the current number= 1.

Let us consider the following sequence from the array of length 4-0111: Applying the

The first number is "1: Therefore, the current number is 1 x 2 = 2.

The last number is'0. So, we double the last result and then
Therefore, the row position is 15.

The second and third numbers are also 1: So, we double the earlier result twice. 2 x 2x 2 = 8.

subtract 1 from it. 8x 2-1=15.



EXAMPLE 8.4: Find the binary sequence associated with 37th array of length of 6.Usingthe Nata algorithm of Pingala, we obtainthe sequencc as follows:divisible by 2, we place
new number is 19:37 is not

new number is 10:19 is not divisible by 2, we place '0'' in the sequence, add one to it and divide it bytwo. The
10is divisible by 2, we place '1' in the sequencc. The new number is '5.

new number is '3'
5 is not divisible by 2, we place "0" in the sequence, add one to it and divide it by two. The

new number is '2:
3 is not divisible by 2, we place '0'' in the sequence, add one to it and divide it by two. The

'0' in the sequcnce, add one to it and divide it by two. The

2 is divisible by 2, we place "1 in the sequence.
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he nequired binary sequence of length 6 is obtained. We stop the operation. The answer is
"001001:

We start with number 1.

rYAMPLE 8.5: Identify the row number of the binary sequence 1010100' array of length 7.
We use the Uddia algorithm to arrive at the position in the array.

The first letter 1' isfound in the third position from the left. Therefore, the number is 1 x 2 = 2.
The next letter is '0.So, we double the last result and then subtract 1 from it. 2 x 2-1= 3.

The next letter is "1. We double the last result. The number is 3 x 2 =6.
The next letter is 0. We double the last result and then subtract 1 from it. 2 x 6 - 1= 11.
The last number is 1. We double the last result. 11 x 2= 22.

Therefore, the row position is 22.
Another interesting problem is to find out how many binary sequences of length n there

are, that contain 'r number of "1's. Essentially, this boils down to the combinatorial problem of
choosing 'r out of n, which leads to the binomial co-efficient "C Pingala refers to this problem
as lagakriy. The procedure is best explained by the "Vara-Meru" of Pingala. Figure 8.8 has

a Scnematic representation of Varna-Meru. The construction follows a simple algorithm. Start

wmLn a single square. Place 1' in the square. Below this are successive rows with one more

Ler OT square compared to the previous row in the top. In each square, numbers have to

be placed as per the following rule:
e number to be placed inside any square is the sum of the numbers contiguous to this

Eo tne row above.Continue this procedure to construct the triangle shown in Figure 8.8.

the tWO squares in the second row, there is only one square above. Therefore, we place

the number 1 in each of the squares. In the third row, the second square is contiguous to

boththe Squares above. Therefore, we place the number 1 + 1= 2. In the same way we get

1,3,3,1 in the fourth row. In thisin Figure 8.8. The same

in modern books.

manner we may proceed to construct the Vara-Meru shown

triangle of binomial coefficients was re-discovered by the French

mathematician
Blaise Pascal (1655 CE). It is therefore generally referred to as Pascal's triangle
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8.8 MAGIC SQUARES IN INDIA
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FIGURE 8.9
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(a) Magic square

Thus, we can see that Pingala laid a solid foundation for. Combinatorial theorv and hi

mathematics, which was followed by later-day Mathematicians in the country. Varhamibi

Brhatsamhit(550CE), mentions 1820 different combinations that can be obtained hy ch

4 perfumes from a set of 16 basic perfumes. (°C4 = 1820). Varhamihira also discusee

construction of a Meru-tabular form for arriving at this binomial coefficient.

1

13

4

Mathematics can be utilitarian and at the same time a tool for human curiosity, fun, and

a matter for mind-expanding exercise. One such example is the magic square problems in

arithmetic. Anarray of numbers containing an equal number of rows and columns is called a

magic square when the summation of the numbers in every column and those in every row

and each diagonal happens tobe the same. On the other hand, if the summation of the 'other'

diagonals alsois the same, then such a square is called a pan-diagonal magic square. Figure 8.9

is a simple illustration of the magic squares. In the first square [Figure 8.9(a)] the row sums,

column sums,and the sum of the main diagonals are 34. However, the other diagonals do not

add up to34. For example, the shaded diagonal (6, 5, 7, and 8) does not add up to 34. Please

note that the matrix structure is to be imagined like a torus' (a rolled version like a cylinder).

Therefore, after 7, the next number inthe diagonal willbe 8, On the other hand, in Figure 8.9|P)

allthe diagonals add up to 34. This isa pan-diagonal magic square.
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FIGURE 8.8 Varna Meru (due to Pingala)
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(b) Pan-diagonal magic square

Magic and Pan-diagonal Magic Square; Magic Sum = 34



The

construction of such magic squares has been known in India from very early times.

Indian

mathematicians
specialized in the construction of a special class of magic squares called

Sarvatobhadra or pan-diagonal magic squares. Bhadra-gaita is the name for the study of magic

squares intheIndian
mathematical tradition. Various 3 x 3 magic squares are attributed to the

ancient

astronomer Garga (100 BCE). The work Kakapua of Nägrjuna (100 CE) describes

a
method for

constructing 4 x 4 magic squares, which gives pan-diagonal squares when the

involving
arithmetic. For example, Varramihira (587 CE) made use of a 4 x 4 magic square to

magic
sum is even. Magic squares have been used to address certain combinatorial issues

specify varying
proportions offfour ingredients that can be mixed to prepare different perfumes.

transact their business, and on the covers of calendars used by astrologers even to this day. A

4 x 4 magic
squares are found on the gates of buildings, on the walls where shopkeepers

4x4
square occurs in a Jaina inscription of the 11th century CE, found in the ancient town of

Khajuraho. A similar square dated to 1480 CE was found in the Gwalior fort. The first chapter

of the
notebooks of Srinivasa Ramanujan is on magic squares.

Construction of a 4 x 4 Pan-diagonal Magic Square

Perhaps the easiest magic square to understand is the one presented by Ngrjuna in his

work Kakapua, where he provided a mnemonic and a formula to construct a generic magic

Square. The mnemonic is as follows:"f rgfeT t r GH fATHT4" (arka indunidhã nãi

tena lagna vinsanam). There are 16 syllables in this mnemonic. Using the katapaydi formula

(see Chapter 6 for details), the above mnemonic can be converted into 16 numbers. All vowels

are zero in katapydi. Therefore, in the mnemonic, the first number is zero. Populating the

4x4 magicsquare with this number gives us the first template. See Figure 8.10(a) for details.

Let the desired sum of the magic square be 2n. Then using the formula given in Figure 8.10(b)

the individual cells of the magic square can be arrived at. For example, if the desired sum is

100, then n= 50. The magic square for this is available in Figure 8.10(c).
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Ilustration for n = 50
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n-4
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FIGURE
8.10 Ngrjuna's Scheme for Generating a 4 x 4

Pan-diagonal Magic Square with an
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first
systematically and elaborately discussed by the

mathematician CE)inhisThe mathematicsinvolved in the construction of magic squares and other magicfigures was,

Ganiakaumudi. Some of his methods were unknown in the west and were recently discovered

by the efforts of several scholars. The last chapter of the seminal work Ganitakaumudi
is

devotedtoBhadraganita, which contains 55 verses giving rules and 17 verses giving examples.

Consider an nth order magic square. Nryaa classifies the magic squares into three categories:

(a) if n = 4m, then it is called Samagarbha (double even squares)

(b) ifn = 4m + 2, then it is Viamagarbha, and (semi-double even squares)

(c) ifn = 2m + 1, then it is Viama (odd squares), where
m = 1, 2, 3..

After classifying the squares into samagarbha, viamagarbha, and viama, Nräyaa

discusses a generalized method to construct the magic square for the desired sun eayana

size of the square, n. The n numbers to befilled in an n x n magic square follow an arithmetic

progression with an initial number a, and the common difference d. Nãryana preesuc

general method for filling up a 4 x 4 pan-diagonal magic square by an arithmetic so.d
using a succession of turaga-gati (horse movements)*". Positioning 1 at the top left cornor

generated 24 such squares and concluded that inall there are384 such pan-diagonal cose

In the 20th century afew mathematicians studied the 4 x 4 pan-diagonal magic squares and

also concluded that only 384 such pan-diagonalsquares are possible. Further, using some more

analysis they came up with certain properties of the 4 x 4 pan-diagonal magic squares. These

properties are useful for constructing a 4 x 4 pan-diagonal magic square.
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FIGURE 8.11 Construction of a 4 x 4 Pan-diagonal Magic Square
Property 1: In a pan-diagonal 4 x 4 magic, the entries of any 2 x 2 sub-square formeuconsecutive rows and columns add up to the magic.
Property 2: In a pan-diagonal 4 x 4 magic square the sum of an entry with anothei wtwo squares away from it along a diagonal is always half the magic sum.Property 3: In a 4 x 4 magic square with entries, 1, 2, ...,16, each element has the same setof neighbours in each of the384 pan-diagonal versions. In particular, the elementneighbours2, 3, 5, 9.



Using these properties, we can construct a 4 x 4 pan-diagonal matrix using numbers 1,2.3,
.., l6 as follows:

we place 1 in any of the
Step 1: First

Step 2: Using property 3, we gernerate the first few elements of the 4 x 4 pan-diagonal magicsquare by placing 2, 3, 5, and 9 in any order as neighbours of 16 (Figure 8.11(a)).
Step 3: The magic sum for a 4 x 4 pan-diagonal magic square for numbers 1 to 16 is 34. We

SUMMARY

the aboveproperties to fillall the remaining cells in the magic square. For example,(a) Using property 1 we fill in some of the adjacent cells as shown in Figure 8.11(b).o) Usingproperty 2 to fill in some more cells (highlighted cells in Figure 8.11(c).(c) Finally using property 1,we fillthe balance cells (highlighted cells in Figure &.11(d).

cells and place 16 two cells diagonally away from 1.

Ancient Indians developed several concepts of
mathematics primarily because they needed
to solve a lot of real-life problems that they
were facing even during the Vedic period.
Mathematical concepts were developed by
those living from Gãndhra (modern-day
Afghanistan) to those in Bengal, as well as by
those from Kashmir to Kerala.
Brahmagupta, in his work Brahma-sphua
siddhnta,gives a good description of working
with fractions, calculations with positive,
negative numbers, and with zero.
Several sources in the ancient Indian texts
point to multiple attempts and methods to
obtain the square root of an imperfect square.
Aryabhatya gives a good indication that
ancient Indians had a well-developed
algorithmic approach to problem-solving and
were able to utilise recursive algorithms.
Sulba-stras, a section of the Kalpa part of
the Vednga, have dealt with the subject of
geometry in detail.
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ryabhaya, Llvati and other Indian

REVIEW QUESTIONS

mathematical works have several interesting
problems of day-to-day importance described
as a game in poetic verses.

mathematicians?

Right from the Vedic period, there has been
a continuous evolution of the approximation
of tillthe 20th century. Mdhava estimates
TT Using an infinite series with end correction,
which is accurate to eleven decimal places.
ryabhaa has provided two methods to derive
the sine tables. A geometric method, and an
analytical method which is veryunique and not
found in works of any other mathematician, till
about 15th century.
In Chapter 8 of Chandah-stra, Pingala
has analysed a host of problems related to
handling binary sequences. The concepts
developed during 200-300 BCE are relevant
for the modern-day computations involving
binary numbers.

The construction of magic squares has been
known in India from very early times. Bhadra

ganita is the name for the study of magic
squares in the Indian mathematical tradition.

1. Enumeratethe unique aspects of Indian Mathematics. Can you illustrate them with some examples?
2.

Name three great Indian mathemnaticians and enumerate their key contributions.

ldentify three major areas of contribution of Ancient Indian mathematicians.

What key inferences can we draw by an examination of the key contributions of Indian



5. Why was knowledge of geomety important for the ancient Indians?

Mathematicians possessed.
6. Briefly explain about the knowledge of that Indian

compare with that of other Mathematicians?

othergeometric
shapes?What was the motivation for Indians to study

andmathematics.
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7.

8. Comment on the statement, "Indian Mathematics is a ble

Give examples to support your views.

9. What are the key contributions of Pingala to modern mathematical thinking

10. What is the difference between a magic square and a pan-diagonal matrix square?

11. Construct a 4 x 4 pan-diagonal magic square. What is the magic sum for the square
that you

constructed?

EXERCISE PROBLEMS

2.

1. Calculate the square of the following numbers using the Aryabhaa method:

(a) 149 (b) 2347

the right-angled triangle and
blend of poetry, literature,

Find the varga and avarga sthänas of the following numbers:
(a) 17,342 (b) 1,23,456

(a) 21,609
4. Find the square root of the following numbers using the ryabhaa method:

(a) 126

3. Verify the answers that youobtained in question (1) by deriving the square root of the answere

using the ryabhaa method.

(c) 642

(c) 69,900,342

(b) 2,85,156 (c) 56,644

(b) 912

6. Use the Bhakshali method to find the square root of the following numbers:

(a) Row 7

5. Verify the answers that you obtained in question (4) by finding the square of the answers using
the Aryabhaa method.

DISCOVER IKS

(b) Row 16

(c) 8,174
(Hint: Find the nearest perfect square of the number toidentify A and b).

(d) 369

7. Construct a table of five-letter binary word (Pingala's prastra).

(b) 00101

(Hint: Use the four-letter binary table to construct the five-letter binary table).

(d) 9,27,369

(c) Row 25

8. Consider a five-letter binary table and identify the pattern for the following rows using the naygdalgorithm of Pigala:

(c) 10010

(d) 21,924 (e) 83,369

9. For a five-letter binary table identify the row number corresponding to each of the binary wousing Pigala's uddita algorithm:
(a) 10101

How
does

it

(e) 1777

(d) Row 31

develop a three-page note to answer the following questions:

(e) 31,329

(d) 11011

(b) Identify two Mathematicians and their key contributions?

1. Indian's contribution to the field of Mathematics is not known as not much effort has been madeto bring it to the attention of interested people. Go through the video available at unesite to further reinforce your understanding of the contribution of Ancient Indians in

(a) What are the key contributions of Indians in the area of Mathematics?

(e) 01010

of Mathematics: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=huJDNh0
G3kw. After watching the video,

area

(c) Howdothe lndian Mathematicians' contributions
Compare with that of the Western

counterpart?



Bhskarcrya ll, one of

including mathematics, number system, and astronomy.
Watch the video on Bhâskarcrya 11

availableinthe following site: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WojGjeOyLEc.

After watchingthe video, develop a three-page note to answer the following questions:

(b)
What are the major workS of Bhskarcrya Il? Explain what the issues are covered in his

(a)
Briefly.sketch the biographical sketch of Bhâskaråcârya Il. When did he composethe Lilâvati?

works.

the greatest Mathematicians
of India produced great mathematical works

Mathemnatics
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(c) How did Bhskarcrya II deploy unique real-life examples to introduce interesting
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